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IM03: How to Grow the Value of 
Your Cognos Solutions with 
Broader IBM Software and 
Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to todays presentation, where we are going to explore how you can grow the value of your Cognos solutions with broader IBM software and systems. I am …    



Synergy across IBM Software 
to Deliver Strategic Solutions

• Collaboration

• Business Optimization 

• Information Agenda

• Governance and 
Regulatory 
Compliance

• Standardization

Strategic Initiatives 
that Drive Synergy 
Requirements

Trusted Information
• Trusted information 

(data lineage, business 
glossary)

• Advanced analytics
• Scalable information 

platform

Collaboration
• Collaborative capabilities
• Dashboards Increase user 

experience

Business Integration 
& SOA

• Business optimization
• Operational BI (process 

integration, rules engine)
• BPM (business monitor,

engine)
• Scalability

Security & System 
Management

• Enterprise security
• Increase manageability

Development & Project 
Management Tools

• Increase development
community adoption

• Embedding BI
• implify performance

testing

ECM
• Search & discovery
• Content management
• Governance

Performance Management
• Business Intelligence
• Financial Performance

Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a wealth of synergy available across IBM Software to help you deliver your strategic solutions, and to allow you to ensure that your BI and Performance management solutions are as effective as possible. You may have have strategic initiatives you are implementing in key areas and have the need to: Collaborate – and this you can achieve with the collaboration capabilities with Lotus software, including dashboards to increase the user experienceBusiness Optimization initiatives can be realized by implementing ECM capabiities such as search, and content management with FileNet software, and integrating operational processes and rules engines with BPM using WebSphere software. You can expand your information agenda with InfoSphere software, ensuring a base of trusted information, advanced analytics founded on a scalable information platform. Governance and regulatory compliance can be achieved with the implementation of content management with the ECM capabilities from FileNet softwareAnd Standardization for IT through the development and project management tools from Tivoli software. 



IBM Cognos Software Product Portfolio
More Employees Make Better Decisions, Faster

Cognos
Now!

Cognos
TM1

Cognos 8 
BI

Cognos 8 
Planning

Cognos 8 Platform
Complete consistent information in
terms business understands with a
purpose-built SOA for enterprise scale

Cognos Now!
Continuous real-time 
monitoring of business 
operations for rapid intra-
day decision making

Cognos 8 BI
Ensures all user communities
receive relevant information how, 
when and where it is needed

Cognos 8 Planning
Ensures high participation 
planning, connecting finance
to operations for higher 
business responsiveness

Cognos TM1
What-if scenario 
modeling to formulate 
new business models to 
drive the business forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we explore the wider offerings in the IBM portfolio, lets just quickly recap on what IBM Cognos Software can deliver: The IBM Cognos software portfolio delivers a portfolio so more employees can make better decisions faster.   This is founded upon the Cognos 8 Platform, that provides complete consistent information for all consumers, in terms that the business understands and based on a purpose-build services oriented architecture, allowing you to scale your implementation. Cognos 8 BI provides relevant information to all user communities, from the executive, to the casual user, how, when and where that information is needed. Cognos 8 Planning allows finance and operations to be connected, ensuring better business responsiveness with its high participation planning.Cognos TM1 allows business users to formulate new models to drive your business forwards with what-if scenario modelingCognos Now! Lets you monitor in real time your business operations, so you can make rapid decision making 



IBM Cognos Software Investment Approach
Flexibility, Asset Leverage and Value

Modular. Organizations can address immediate pain 
points

Open.  Organizations can utilize existing IT standards 
and infrastructure they have in place

Integrated. Organizations looking for a more complete 
solution from IBM can gain greater value from 
components working in concert 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our investment approach is to ensure that you have flexibility, but that you are able to harness existing hardware and software assets, as well as ensuring value in your investments. It is our expectation that you are talking about one or more of these areas in your projects to drive forward a greater confidence in the information.  As the business gains more confidence then obviously, they are going to be able to use that information to power their decisions, and this is where IBM can really help you.  We can help you in a number of ways. First of all, we are modular, our approach is that we want to help organizations tackle their most pressing needs, pick those out and make sure that there are wins in those areas. We are also Open, in that we want to make sure that we can tie into existing investments that have ben made into other BI or ETL capabilities.  And yet IBM does have the strength of integration between the BI and Performance Management layer and the information management layer, so that we can provide that integration immediately and add value to your projects that you are currently looking at for completion in the short to medium term. 



IBM Cognos Software Investment Focus Areas 
Modular. Open. Integrated.

IBM Cognos Performance Management

Deployment 
Agility

Accelerate with 
Best Practices

Content and 
Context

User Experience 
Transformation

Beyond
Just Data

Part of
Everyday Life

Fast Time to 
Results

Rapid Response 
to Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets try and organize the synergy points, into some clear value areas, We see these falling into 4 key areas, firstly ensuring that you can apply both content and context, so that is about taking your BI and PM beyond just the corporate warehouse sources you are using today, and applying context to enrich and increase the confidence in the information your users are consuming. Secondly transforming the user experience, to ensure that BI is part of everyday life for all users.Third we will explore how you can achieve fast time to results by accelerate your deployments, and ensure success by harnessing best practices, and finally how the Deployment agility that IBM can offer will allow you to react rapidly to changing requirements. So lets now look at the first of these key areas, content and context



Focus Areas of IBM Software and Systems
Beyond Just Data

IBM Cognos Performance Management

• Increase business 
confidence in information 

• Optimize data access
• Address breadth of OLAP 

requirements
• Align dimensions with 

master data

…Cognos with InfoSphere

Content and 
Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Firstly we have Content and Context, which takes us beyond just delivering data.  The value is around increasing business confidence, ensuring delivery of  consistent information to all consumers, that is of course optimized, and fully aligned.  This is achieved with core capabilities from the Cognos portfolio, InfoSphere and DB2. 



Integration with InfoSphere Information Server
Dictionary of Terms, Lineage and Data Quality Visibility

Challenge: Improve business understanding and trust of 
information

Solution
Direct user access to Business Glossary and 
Metadata Lineage
Business Glossary add-on for Cognos use
Metadata exchange with Metadata Workbench
Source-to-report lineage in Metadata Workbench
Quality Assessment Services with Information 
Analyzer for understanding data quality 

Roadmap Considerations
Enhance fidelity, breadth and depth of bi-directional
metadata exchange for end-to-end lineage
Enhance visibility into data quality metrics

Value
Business can understand what terms mean and 
where data came from without calling IT

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Content and 
Context

• Business Glossary
• Metadata Workbench
• Information Analyzer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The integration we have now today with InfoSphere Information Server  in conjunction with your Cognos deployments will help you to to increase the business confidence in the information that is being consumed by your user communities.  By addressing the challenge of improving both business understanding and the trust of information that your users have, you will find greater adoption and confidence in the systems. Today we offer Direct access, through a simple one-click directly from reports and metadata to both the InfoSphere Business Glossary and Metadata lineage.  Business Glossary provides a dictionary of terms that is owned and managed by the business, ensuring that all terms used in BI and PM are clearly understood. With Metadata workbench, both IT and uesrs are able to see exactly where information has come from , through the BI layer, any transformations and ETL processing all the way back to the source of the data.  Trust in the information can be enhanced by using InfoSphere Information Analyzer to gain visibility into the quality of the data that is being used to make decisions, and with the Data Quality assessment Service, we are able to provide a fast insight into the quality of your data, and provide you with recommendations on how to effectively improve the quality. As we move forwards we are working to further enhance the integration, to provide a breadth and depth of metadata exchange for end to end lineage, and to enhance the visibility for the BI consumer into the data quality metrics. So the value that the integration between Cognos Software and InfoSphere provides is to enable greater understanding in what terms mean, and where it came from, whilst reducing the burden on ITLets now take a quick look at how Business Glossary and Cognos can provide that greater understanding for all consumers



Demo
Information Understanding

InfoSphere Business Glossary for Cognos
Cognos 8 BI – Data Lineage



Cognos 8 Data Manager 
Strengths

• Dimensional framework for 
star/dimensional data delivery

• Data movement service within 
Cognos 8 platform

• Focused on BI and 
Performance Management

InfoSphere DataStage 
Strengths

• Enterprise breadth of 
connectivity & transformation

• Performance and scalability
• “Heavy Lifting”

Integration with InfoSphere Information Server
Data Reach, Integration and Dimensional ETL

Challenge: Access and deliver breadth and volume of information
Solution

Batch and real-time integration of 
DataStage with Data Manager jobs
Leverage of QualityStage 
transformations within Data Manager

Roadmap Considerations
Leverage InfoSphere ERP packs

Value
Combined industrial strength ETL 
with dimensional last mile to BI for 
optimal data sourcing

Content and 
Context

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

• DataStage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have looked at how we can enhance the experience for the end-user communities, but with the combination of Cognos and InfoSphere, we can address the challenge of accessing and delivering the breadth and volume of information that is required in BI and Performance management solutions.l Today this is achived by both batch and real-time integration of DataStage and Data Manager jobs, allowing you to continue to exploit the dimensional strengths of Data Manager, and its capabilities for delivering Star/dimensional data optimized for BI ,but giving you the opportunity to harness the scalability and breadth of connectivity that InfoSphere DataStage brings to the table.   In addition you can leverage QualityStage to implement cleansing activities integrated into your existing Data Manager processes. As we move forwards we are looking at leveraging the InfoSphere ERP packs, to provide you with the fasted ROI when applying BI to your ERP implementations. With the combined strengths of Cognos Software and InfoSphere Software, you are able to combine the industrial strength ETL, and cleansing, with the dimensional last mile to BI to implement optimal data sourcing for your consumers. 



Integration with InfoSphere Warehouse 
Complete OLAP Portfolio

Challenge: Deliver data optimized for analysis

Today

InfoSphere Cubing Services as a data source

Embedded Cognos OLAP technology into InfoSphere Warehouse 

Roadmap Considerations

Streamline modeling experience

Further integration across OLAP portfolio

Value

Provide an OLAP experience across very large data sets

Content and 
Context

Optimized for broad, 
general purpose BI usage

Optimized for write back and 
high volatility applications

Optimized for very large 
datasets with very large 
dimensions

IBM Cognos 8 Platform – Open Data Access

Line-of-Business Driven Self-Service IT Assisted

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

• Cubing Services

Cognos
TM1

Cognos 
PowerCube

InfoSphere
Cubing Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is a key requirement to be able to delivery data that is optimized for analysis, and the demands from the user communities are becoming ever complex, and with the requirement for faster delivery. IBM provides a complete OLAP portfolio that today provides you with the flexibility to implement the optimal solution for your needs.  Ranging from the Cognos PowerCube, that is optimized for broad general purpose BI usage, Cognos TM1, that delivers optimized write-back, and satisfies demands for high volatility applications, through to InfoSphere cubing services that is optimized for very large data sets, with very large dimensions.As we move forwards we are looking to not only streamline the modeling experience for both IT and the business communities, but to also to deeper integration across the OLAP portfolio. The value today is to provide an OLAP experience not only for broad BI usage, write back, and high volatility, but also to very large datasets, to ensure users can effectively perform analysis against very largte data sets. 



Integration with Master Data Management
Complete MDM Portfolio

Challenge: Align business dimensions and master data across IT 
and business

Today
Integration with MDM Server
aligns business authored 
dimensions, hierarchies, and 
attributes with operational master data

Roadmap Considerations
Enhance fidelity, breadth and 
depth of integration with MDM Server

Value
Address analytical and operational 
MDM requirements with an integrated
solution

Enable business users to 
define, govern and share 
hierarchies and attributes to 
shape their decision-making

InfoSphere MDM Server 
Strengths
Reconciles operational master data 
into single source of truth for all 
applications across an organization

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Party Account Product Location

SOA Business 
Services

Batch Data 
Integration

Data 
Stewardship

Content and 
Context

• MDM Server

Cognos 8 Business Viewpoint
Strengths

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last area I would like to cover in content and context, is how we can address the challenge to align master data and business dimensions across both the business and IT. Today we provide integration with MDM server that aligns the business authored dimensions and hierarchies with operational master dataAnd we  continue to enhance not only the fidelity, but also the breadth and depth of integration between Business Viewpoint, and MDM server. This ensure that today, and in the future you can address the analytical and operational MDM requirements with an integrated solution, reducing the time to solution, and maximising your ROI. 



IBM Cognos Performance Management

• Deliver advanced analytics 
with data mining and text 
analytics 

• Make BI more accessible via 
Portals

• Make BI more actionable with 
collaboration and mashups

• Integrate search experience 
with BI

User Experience
Transformation

•Improve business 
confidence in 
information

•Optimize data 
access

•Address breadth 
of OLAP 
requirements

•Align dimensions 
with master data

Content and 
Context

…Cognos with InfoSphere,, 
WebSphere, Lotus & FileNet

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Focus Areas of IBM Software and Systems 
Part of Everyday Life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second area we are going to explore is how we can transform  the user experience.  Not only can we deliver advanced analytics with data mining and text analytics with InfoSphere, but key to driving business success we can help make BI more accessible via Portals, and more actionable for users with collaboration and mashups, and finally integrate the search experience with BI



Integration with InfoSphere Warehouse
Data Mining and Text Analytics

Challenge: Enable more advanced and predictive analytics
Today

Deliver data mining results to a broader audience
of users with Cognos 8 BI
Text analytics to transform text to structured
data for reporting and analysis with Cognos 8 BI

Roadmap Considerations
Enhance integration to streamline
time to value 
Increasing leverage of predictive
models within Cognos 8 BI

Value
Understand complex patterns in data and 
predict the future
Simplify deliver of data mining results to 
large business user community

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

• Warehouse Data 
Mining Capabilities

User Experience 
Transformation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets first look at how e can enable more advanced and predictive analytics by harnessing the data mining and text analytics capabilities of InfoSphere WarehouseTODAY, with Cognos 8 BI we can deliver the results of data mining to a broader audience of users, and with the text analytics capabilities are able to transform text to structured data so it can be used for both reporting and analysis . As we move forwards we will be enhancing the integration, so streamlining the time to value, and introducing the ability to leverage predictive models within Cognos 8 BIThis provides the value to not only allow users to understand complex patterns that exist in data, and to predict the future, but to reduce the complexities by simplifying the delivery of data mining results to the larger business community, as opposed to just specialists. Lets now take a quick look at how today we can use InfoSphere Design Studio and Data Mining Capabilities and interact with the results in Cognos 8 
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DEMO
Cognos with InfoSphere Warehouse

InfoSphere Design Studio and Data Mining Capabilities with
Cognos 8 Go! Dashboard to interact with the results



DEMO
Cognos with InfoSphere 

Warehouse
InfoSphere Design Studio and Data Mining Capabilities with

Cognos 8 Go! Dashboard to interact with the results





Integration with WebSphere Portal
Deliver BI Content More Broadly

Challenge: Extend BI content to broader user base
Today

WebSphere Portal Gadgets to view, interact, 
search or navigate to IBM Cognos 8 BI content 
(reports, dashboards, metrics, queries)
Single sign-on Cognos 8 BI with WebSphere 
Portal security
Cognos 8 Go! Dashboard in WebSphere Portal
WebSphere Portal Dashboard Accelerator 
leverages Cognos 8 BI queries
Cognos Now! portal integration via JSR 168

Roadmap Considerations
Enhance integration more directly into portal and 
with collaboration features

Value
Scalable and secure within and beyond firewall
Integrate BI within familiar portal environment

• WebSphere Portal

User Experience 
Transformation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be truly successful it is key that existing content is available to as broad a user base as possibleThe integration between Cognos and WebSphere today provides some key capabilities ot achieving this need for broader usage: portal gadgets allow  communities can view, interact, search or navigate IBM Cognos 8 BI contentSingle sign-on can with Cognos 8 BI is provided with WebSphere Portal security – providing a seamless experience, but with the knowledge that all access to information is secureThe Cognos 8 GO! Dashboard is supported in the WebSphere portal, and the accelerator leverages your BI queriesWe are looking to enhance the portal integration more directly, and add collaboration features. So the value today of Cognos 8 and WebSphere portal, is that you can provide a scalable and secure environment both within and beyond the firewall, enabling broader access to your information.  It also ensure that if you are using WebSphere today you can integrate your investment in BI within you existing, familiar portal environment. 



Integration with Lotus
BI meets Enterprise 2.0

Challenge: Infuse BI with collaboration and communication
Today

Embed Lotus Sametime within Cognos 8 BI reports
Embed BI content inside Lotus Quckr
Embed Cognos 8 BI Reports and Cognos 8 Go! 
Dashboard fragments into the Lotus Mashup Center
Mashup BI Content with other content and
applications using REST and other web protocols

Roadmap Considerations
Extend collaborative technologies within Cognos
Deeper integration with Mashup Center

Value
Strengthen communication across decision-makers
Easily assemble information for broader business insight

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

User Experience 
Transformation

• Samteime
• Quckr
• Mashup Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The seamless facilitation of collaboration and communication is key to enhancing  effective decision making in organizations, and the challenge has been that it is hard to infuse BI with collaboration and communication solutions. Today you can embed Lotus Sametime within your Cognos 8 BI reports, and also embed your BI content inside Lotus Quckr.This is further extended with the mashup capabilities now available allowing both your Cognos 8 BI Reports and your Go! Dashboard fragments to be embedded into the Lotus Mashup centre.  This expands further as you can mash your BI content with other content use REST and other web protocols. As we look forwards we are focusing on deeper integration with the Mashup Centre, and extending the collaborative technologies within Cognos. So Today we are able with the integration of Cognos  and Lotus to ensure that BI meets Enterprise 2.0 and strengthen communication across decision makers, and ensure that the relevant information can be easily assembled for broader business inslight. So lets now take a quick look: 



DEMO – Cognos with Sametime
Cognos 8 BI reports leveraging Lotus Sametime

People light up through instant messaging



DEMO – Cognos inside Mashup Hub
Cognos BI fragments inside a iWidget running side by side

in Lotus Mashup Hub

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo to be supplied



Integration with FileNet
BI and Business Process Management

Challenge: Take BI from informational to actionable
Today

Integrate Cognos 8 BI and BPM to 
– Analyze workflow and process statistics (BI on BPM) 
– Provide BI at point of decision (BI in BPM)
– Instantiate process from Cognos event (BI with BPM)
Deliver business activity monitoring with 
Cognos Now! embedded into FileNet BAM
Import process maps into Cognos Now! for
operational management

Roadmap Considerations
Automate BI in BPM with Cognos 8 BI as 
Tier 1 provider to P8 (in palette)
Enhance integration of Cognos 8 events 
through Web services task in P8

Value
Enhance process with BI for improved decision-making 

User Experience 
Transformation

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

• BPM
• BAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose:  Outline integration of FileNet with Cognos in the area of Business Process ManagementKey Points to Make:Cognos recognized the synergy between BI and business process management 5 to 10 years ago, when we first brought to market our alerting and event management capabilities to drive BI into the business to take action.Cognos was already tight partners with FileNet even before IBM acquired FileNet.  That partnership was in two areasIntegration of Cognos Now! and FileNet in a number of areas, and Integration of Cognos 8 BI and FileNet business process managementTodaywith Cognos Now! Filenet OEM’d Cognos Now!Report and analyze process flow. Roadmap is to automate efforts.  Embed BI in the FileNet P8 palette. And enhanced integration with C8 events through P8 Web Services tasksBI on/With BPM - Sample templates for leveraging IBM Cognos 8 BI content to support user decisions or automate processes in IBM FileNet P8 BPM and WebSphere Process Server (WPS)BI Driven BPM - Events engine to initiate processes in IBM FileNet P8 BPM or WPS based on IBM Cognos 8 scorecard thresholds, including predicted violationsValue: So we can provide you with the ability to enhance your processes with BI, to improve the effectiveness of decision making within your business. 



Integration with OmniFind
BI and Business Process Management

Challenge: Discover BI content with Enterprise Search
Today

Enable OmniFind to find, rank and display 
Cognos Go! Search results as part
of enterprise search results

Expose OmniFind content results within
Cognos Go! Search

Roadmap Considerations
Enhance exposure of BI fragments in search results

Value
Deliver combined results of structured and 
unstructured search results 

User Experience 
Transformation

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

• OmniFind Search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose:  Further outline integration of FileNet with Cognos in the area of Business Process Management – specifically Enterprise searchKey point to make:   It is key that BI information can be searched  within a broader environmentTodayWe are solving the challenge, as OmniFind can find, rank and display Cognos GO! Search results as part of enterprise search results And exposing the OmniFind resutls within Cognos GO!Search.  Roadmap is to enance the expose of BI fragments in search results Value is that we can deliver the combined results of both structured and unstructured, ensuring  broader and deeper information is easily accessible to users



IBM Cognos Performance ManagementIBM Cognos Performance Management

Focus Areas of IBM Software and Systems 
Fast Time to Results

User Experience
Transformation

Content and 
Context

•Deliver advanced 
analytics with 
data mining and 
text analytics

•Make BI more 
accessible via 
Portals

•Make BI more 
actionable with 
collaboration and 
mashups

•Integrate search 
experience with BI

• Delivers services for 
Information Management 
Centers of Excellence

• Provide guides and 
workshops to accelerate 
success

• Deliver industry-specific 
analytic applications

Accelerate with
Best Practices

…Cognos with InfoSphere 
and GBS Business 
Analytics & Optimization

•Improve business 
confidence in 
information

•Optimize data 
access

•Address breadth 
of OLAP 
requirements

•Align dimensions 
with master data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thirdly it is key that we can help our customers accelerate successful implementation – ensuring that they achieve fast time to results, and are able to drive their business performance with Centers of excellence, guides, specific industry applications – and again this a a combination of core Cognos capabilities, services and values, strengthened by combining with InfoSphere and GBS



Information Agenda
Guides & Workshops

Industry tailored sessions to guide future state design, 
identification of key information requirements and gap analysis

Information
Accelerators

Industry specific assets
to speed deployment

Foundational
Tools

Software to help you convert
your information into

a trusted strategic asset

Information On Demand
Competency Centers

Services to help you build 
information centers

of excellence 

Accelerating An Organization’s Information Agenda

24

Accelerate with 
Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help accelerate your organizations information agenda, we have a number of key areasFirstly the InfoSphere foundation tools will help you ensure that your business data is converted into a trusted strategic asset for all BI and PM consumersYou can further accelerate your delivery with industry specific model solutionsIn addition the IOD competency centres are services that are on hand to help you build information centres of excellence within your organisation, and to help you get started why not use the Information Agenda guides, and attend the workshops that are industry tailored sessions that will guide futuer design, help identify key information requirements, and help with performing gap analysis. 



Integration with Industry Models Solutions
Challenge: Accelerate time to value with solutions
Today

Leverage Industry Frameworks to fast track solutions
– Workforce Performance in IBM HRO
– DB2 as target mart for Performance Applications
– 10 New & Enhanced Industry Solutions with 

Implementation Services Offerings 
– Leverage GBS Services for solution implementations
Banking Risk Performance – an analytic application 
leveraging Banking Industry Framework
Roadmap Considerations
Assess Industry Frameworks for analytic applications
DB2 embedded in Performance Applications
Enhance with GBS Services offerings

Banking
(Banking Data Warehouse)

Financial Markets
(Financial Markets Data 
Warehouse)

Retail 
(Retail Data Warehouse)

Health Plan
(Health Plan Data Warehouse)

Telco
(Telecommunications Data 
Warehouse)

Insurance
(Insurance Information 
Warehouse)

IBM Cognos 8 Analytic Applications 
IBM Cognos 8 BI

Horizontal business function definitions 
Flexible application framework

IBM Industry
Frameworks

Industry vertical data 
models

IBM Cognos Industry
Analytic Applications

Portfolio of industry 
applications 

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Accelerate with 
Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose:  Outline integration of InfoSphere industry models and solutions to accelerate time to value. Key Points to Make:The combined industry solutions of Cognos and InfoSphere together with GBS services will accelerate the time to value for your solutionsTodayWorkforce Performance solution in IBM HRODB2 as a target mart, enabling optimized performance for solution10 new and Enhanced industry solutions, with implementation servicesBanking risk performance, analytic applications that leverages the Banking Industry FrameworkRoadmap is to deepen and strengthen integrationValue: ensure that you can quickly deliver Industry analytic applications by combining the IBM Industry vertical data models, with the Horizontal business function definition in a flexible application framework



IBM Cognos 8 Banking Risk Performance

Risk Insight Capabilities
ORIGINATIONS 

ANALYSIS
FRONT-END 

PERFORMANCE
BACK-END 

PERFORMANCE

FINANCIAL OVERSIGHT 
& PROFITABILITY

BASEL II REPORTING POLICY EXCEPTIONS

Key Analysis Dimensions

PRODUCT

GEOGRAPHY

CUSTOMER SEGMENT

LOAN VINTAGE

ACTUAL/ PLAN/ FORECAST

DAYS PAST DUE

BUSINESS UNIT

RISK RATING

PROBABILITY OF DEFAULT

Exposure at Default
Probability of Default
Loss Given Default
Capital Ratios

Delinquency Analysis
Days Past Due
Lagged Delinquencies

Current Loans

Characteristics of Loans 
Originated

Average Credit Score
Average LTV

Origination Volume

Losses
Restructures
Foreclosures
Repossessions
Bankruptcies
Recidivism

Profitability
Loss Reserves
Actual v. Plan v. Forecast

A/R
Charge-offs
Delinquencies

Credit Policy Exceptions
Exceptions that are 
Delinquent

Business Drivers
Reduced Charge-offs BASEL II ComplianceEarly Credit Risk Insight

Credit Policy Monitoring Financial OversightReceivables Risk

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Accelerate with 
Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets look a little closer at the Cognos 8 Banking risk performance offering. 



Focus Areas of IBM Software and Systems 
Rapid Response to Change

IBM Cognos Performance Management

Accelerate with
Best Practices

• Optimization Center
• Cognos portfolio support 

for IBM software
• Cognos availability with 

IBM System Group
• Smart Analytics System

Deployment
Agility

User Experience
Transformation

Content and 
Context

•Deliver services 
for Information 
Management 
Centers of 
Excellence

•Provide guides 
and workshops to 
accelerate 
success

•Deliver industry-
specific analytic 
applications

…Cognos with InfoSphere, 
System x, System p, System i, 
System z

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

•Deliver advanced 
analytics with 
data mining and 
text analytics

•Make BI more 
accessible via 
Portals

•Make BI more 
actionable with 
collaboration and 
mashups

•Integrate search 
experience with BI

•Improve business 
confidence in 
information

•Optimize data 
access

•Address breadth 
of OLAP 
requirements

•Align dimensions 
with master data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our 4th area is all about increasing your deployment agility, be it with Optimization center, the breadth and depth of the Cognos portfolio support for other IBM software, the availibility on IBM platforms and the New Smart analytics systenm. 



Formation of Optimization Center
Deliver optimized and open software

Objectives
Reduced time to market
Lower ownership costs for customers
Easy to digest

Focus
IBM Cognos BI and FPM initially with 
InfoSphere / DB2 and AIX

Activities
Simultaneous support
Development alignment (features, testing, etc.)
– Query optimization for DB2
– Advanced DB2 feature leverage (mining, unstructured)
– Tuning for AIX
Published best practices
Market-driven bundles

Achieve 60% performance 
improvement – with best optimized 
configurations compared to “out of 
the box” deployment – by tuning 

AIX environmental variables

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Deployment 
Agility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose:  To ensure that software is both open and optimizedKey Points to Make:Dedicated centre that is focused on ensuring that solutions are both optimized and open, and resulting in lower ownership costs for customersTodayOptimization center focus on the combination of IBM Cognos BI and FPM with INfoSphere, DB2 and the AIX environment. Determined how to gain 60% performance improvement by tuning AIX variables  so running with best optimized configurations. This is resulting in both published best practices, and market driven bundles. Value: maximize on investment, and ensuring optimized performance 



Cognos Availability with Systems Group 
Leverage Existing System Investment

Today

System z – Cognos 8 BI for Linux on System z; 
content store in DB2 for zOS, DB2 for zOS as 
source for Planning

System x – BI, FPM, Cognos Now!

System p – BI, TM1

System i – as a source or content store

Roadmap Considerations

Expanded breadth of capabilities and coverage for 
Linux on System z

Continued investment for OS support across BI/FPM

This represents current product plans and strategy that are subject to change. 
All release dates and capabilities are subject to the Disclaimer.

Deployment 
Agility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cognos 8 BI is available on a number of platforms Purpose:  Leverage and maximize your existing infrastructre investmentsTodaySystem z – Cognos 8 BI for Linux on System z; content store in DB2 for zOS, DB2 for zOS as source for PlanningSystem x – BI, FPM, Cognos Now!System p – BI, TM1System i – as a source or content storeRoadmap is to continue to expand the breadth of capabilties and coverage for Linux on System z, and continued investment for OS support for all BI and FPM



Solution with Software, Hardware and Services
IBM Smart Analytics System for business intelligence

Challenge: Meet business need for diverse analytics,  
better, faster and cheaper

Today
Smart Analytics System with 
– broad analytic capabilities
– powerful warehouse capabilities
– scalable and full-integrated IBM hardware
– setup services and single point of premium support

Roadmap Considerations
Expand breadth of capabilities available

Value
Able to adjust and grow to respond to ever changing 
business needs
Deeply integrated and optimized to deliver high 
performance analytic workloads
Deliver results in days not months

Deployment 
Agility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another piece of exciting news is that IBM has announced a new solution to market called the IBM Smart Analytics System.The IBM Smart Analytics System is a new offering.  It delivers an integrated and optimized solution of all the components organizations need to deploy analytics – software, hardware and professional services.  So it is really unique as it crosses software group and STG.  Better yet it contains proven, marketing leading components from IBM including Cognos, InfoSphere and System p (UNIX pseries)So what exactly is in the box?  First and most important to us, are broad analytics capabilities that include Cognos 8 BI reporting, analysis and dashboarding, plus InfoSphere Warehouse data mining, text analytics and cubing services.  Also included is the relational database for the data warehouse, the hardware from System p for easy deployment, and it comes with setup services and a single point of support.You can think of the System as having all the benefits usually associated with enterprise software – flexibility, best-in-class, proven and rich capabilities – plus all the benefits of a single use appliance – where all the integration and optimization effort is already done.  Basically none of the downsides of either enterprise software deployment costs or restrictions/limitations of an appliance approach.  A real win-win for the customer.  And better yet, no other vendor in our market has something that even comes close.The press release for the System is targeted for July 28th, with product availability at the end of the 3rd quarter.  We will be providing more information to you over the coming weeks, but key for you to remember is that going forward it gives you even more opportunity to capitalize upon yet another value IBM provides that you can position and differentiate Cognos with your customer – even as simply as a deployment choice they might want to takeyet another reason for InfoSphere sellers to be identifying opportunities for youyet another great offering to engage with the BAO counterparts in GBSand yet another way we are helping you make revenue happen in 2nd half.



BI Private Cloud offering
Enhance solution delivery with platform + BI services

Cognos service offerings:

Solution planning
Solution implementation
Solution optimization (BICC)

System service offerings:

Service management
SOA
Accelerator! services

Assist enterprises to:

Deploy BI in a central 
services model; Cognos as a 
service
Realize near term ROI; IBM 
account forecasts 75% cost 
advantage in year 1
Migrate away from Oracle BI 
reporting
Began the transformation to 
cloud computing 
Standardize security, 
governance and other 
enterprises processes
Create an enterprise strategy 
for BI/PM

https://www-03.ibm.com/systems/services/labservices/platforms/labservices_z.html

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/services/DO NOT USE BEFORE 
OCTOBER 6TH , 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PLACEHOLDER – NOT TO BE USED PRIOR TO October 6th. 	



IBM Cognos Software Investment Focus Areas 
Modular. Open. Integrated.

Cognos Performance Management

Deployment 
Agility

Accelerate with 
Best Practices

Content and 
Context

User Experience 
Transformation

Beyond
Just Data

Part of
Everyday Life

Fast Time to 
Results

Rapid Response 
to Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So whe have looked at  how you can integrate your Cognos deployment with broader IBM software including WebSphere, Lotus and InfoSphere, as well as learn about exciting deployment choices now available with IBM systems.
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